# Using the K-World Converter Box

**At Michigan State University - For Use with MSU Cable Television**

1. **Make sure your television has a “Component” Video input.** This is often listed as a “line in”, or with a yellow plug. This connector is typically used for game systems.

   Some televisions may also have a few of connectors in a Green/Blue/Red (Av/Pb/Pr) set. There are higher-quality and should be used.

   If your TV does not have any of these connectors, this TV cannot be used.

2. **Unpack your K-World device.** Take the coaxial cable from the wall outlet (cable), and plug it in the back of the device, in the “Cable In” jack.

3. **Plug the Yellow plug connector of the “AV” cable into the green (Y/Av) plug, and the Red/White (L/R) connectors into their plugs on the right side of the device.**

   Connect the power brick to the device.

4. **On your television, connect the “AV” cable into the Yellow / White / Red jacks (Video / Left / Right).** If your television only has a single audio in, simply use the white connector.

   Turn on your TV, and set the source to LINE-IN (your TV may have multiple LINE-IN sources – you may have to choose the correct one).
5. On the K-World Remote, install the batteries, and press the “Power” button one time. The blue indicator on the device should light up. **Next, press the “Output Source” button 2 times** (1 time if you are using the Av/Pr/Pb cable). In a moment, you should see the K-World menu pop up.

Follow the menu instructions to program the device. It will take about 10 minutes to fully program the device. When you are finished, you will have access to all of the MSU Cable channels.

The K-World device can also be used as a tuner for a computer monitor. All of the cables are included for this mode. For more information, please see the setup instructions that were included.

Make sure to check out the current Cable-TV lineup at [http://cabletv.msu.edu](http://cabletv.msu.edu). Some of the channels have changed from previous years, so make sure you know the new channel numbers!